
STAINLESS
30," 36"

ALT430SS
ALT436SS

The sculpted lines of Alta™ bring an exciting, new choice to typical range 
hood shapes. Sophisticated curves and perimeter aspiration enable new 
design possibilities while you experience the ultimate in capture efficiency.

• The Captur™ system’s advanced 
blower design features a forward 
positioned centric inlet to remove 
smoke and odor faster. Three-speed 
blower control operates a powerful 
600 CFM blower.

• Smooth-flow blower wheel design  
and high flow filters ensure quiet,  
<0.3 sone operation at normal speed.

• Bright, three-level LED modules—
supported by a 3-year warranty—
illuminate evenly and are tested in 
cooking environments to ensure long 
life without dimming.

• Three-speed, whisper touch infrared 
control is a pleasure to use and 
admire. Delay off feature runs the 
blower for 10 minutes after cooking  
to clear the air.

• Broan Heat Sentry™ detects excessive 
heat and adjusts the blower speed to 
prolong the life of the product and 
provide proper ventilation.

• Dishwasher-safe, open-mesh filters 
enhance grease removal behind a 
peripheral panel that increases 
capture of cooking effluents. The filter 
clean reminder ensures they will always 
maintain a high level of capture.

• EZ1 brackets make it easy for single-
person installation in less than half the 
time of traditional methods.

• ADA compliant, remote operation  
is possible using a standard UL 
approved wall switch  
(kit sold separately). 

• Non-duct capable with use of  
charcoal filters, sold separately. 
Hidden louvers on top of hood 
exhaust away from cabinetry.

• Optional HCR3 handheld  
remote enables control from  
anywhere in the kitchen.

SPECIFICATIONS OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

Width Blower 
CFM

Normal
Sones Volts Amps Duct

Non- 
Ducted  

Charcoal 
Filter

ADA 
Electronic 
Adapter 

Kit*

Handheld 
Remote

Make-Up 
Air Dampers

30"
600 <0.3 120 1.9

3-1/4" x 14" 
or 7" RD
Optional  

3-1/4" x 10"

HPF52  
(Type Xh2) HAWRK3 HCR3

MD6TU, 
MD8TU, 
MD10TU36"

* Kit sold separately.
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